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1. Auto-poiesis and cognition 

Auto-poiesis is an enough general concept aimed at to capture the features and the mechanisms of 

living entities. Its basic connotation addresses the property of autonomy of a system (cut from the 

reality) related to the remained environment. In other words, that system keeps its functionality (i.e. 

relationships between own components) internally only, while its behaviour (i.e. the relationships 

between own components and the environment) requires input-output interactions with that area of 

the environment called niche (i.e. the compatible part of environment with the internal operations of 

the system concerned). Of course, the semantic overlapping of the auto-poieticity and other 

concepts related to the independency of systems is almost unavoidable: resilience, robustness, 

inertia, homeostasis, and even antifragility. In essence, a system is said auto-poietic if it has a large 

autonomy related to its environment (including, of course, all the others systems) and a large 

potential to reproduce itself under the condition of preserving its identity.  

1.1. The biology case 

The concept of auto-poiesis (which gives to systems concerned the property of auto-poieticity) was 

systematically introduced by two Chilean biologists (H. Maturana and his student, F, Varela) almost 

half a century ago. The research was been focused on the cell level, but the intuition of the two 

scholars helped theme to create a concept much more general, including the life at the highest level 

of evolution (the adult human being). Of course, the concepts already conquered, as gene, 

metabolism, mutation, and cumulative natural selection, were held and used in the new paradigm 

(Nota bene: the concept of paradigm here is rather metaphorical, but not in sense of Kuhn). The 

strange, interesting, and, as it seems, productive proposal was the link suggested between cognition 

and auto-poieticity – the system knows, somewhat to select the inputs from the niche, and the 

outputs to the niche, so both be compatible with its internal and long term operations (of course, 

such a cognition is not anymore bound to the beings which are „endowed” with conscious, but has a 

maximal generality – not so maximal to integrate also the non-living entities: for example, the light 

doesn’t know how to pursue the cosmological geodesics, although, in fact, it pursues it). To be 

observed, in such a field, there is no reference to entropy or dissipativity of systems. 

1.2. The social case 

The productive force of the concept of auto-poieticity was not late to be observed and taken over by 

other scholars, many of them trying to adjust it in order to be applied to other domains. One of the 

most ingenious figures in the matter was the German sociologist Niklas Luhmann, who provided a 

social theory based on the auto-poieticity. The main features of his theory could be systematized as 

follows: a) the replicated (analogous to the phenotype in biology) is the communication, viewed as 

integrator of information, enunciation, and understanding (or meaning); b) the replicator (analogous 

to the genotype in biology, that is, to the gene) is the set of existing social (for example, ideological) 

programs; c) the individuals (or groups of individuals) are not accounted, so they could be replaced 

with any others under the condition to ensure the communication (simply as communication) self-

replication; d) no action id accounted (by opposition to Habermas which proposed the 

communicative action as being a sort of action – either as act or as abstention). Although original 

(in fact, an essay to generalize the auto-poietic model from biology), Luhmann’s theory seems to 

largely open the door for the structuralism entering (which, as known, rejects too the individuals 

from social structures). 

2. On the auto-poietic citizenship of the economic system 

Luhmann’s mentioned social theory admits some sub-systems of the social system, for examples, 

organizations or interactions. He didn’t discuss about a distinct economic sub-system, but, of 

course, he implicitly considered the economic process (or system) to be included in the larger social 



system. In fact, the economic system seems to be assigned to the sub-system called organizations. I 

think Luhmann reduced here a process to an organization, while the organization is only the 

institutional form of the process operating. In my opinion, the social system must be accounted to 

comprise four sub-systems: a) norms; b) organizations; c) interactions; d) processes. For example, a 

political process is very different from a political organization (although, here, one could say the 

process cannot act than within an organization; but this is even the very argument to separate the 

process from organization). The same, an economic process is very different from an economic 

organization. Consequently, I would credit the existence of an economic process, as a generic class 

(or sub-system) of the social process (or system). Such a process has as a distinction mark the 

entropic exchange with its environment (both social and natural, since an economic process is a 

praxiology, not a simple practice, as all the others social processes are).   

3. The structure of the auto-poietic economic process (system) 

Trying, in line with both the tradition of biology and the one of sociology, to design the basic issues 

for the economic system so it can be credited with an auto-poieticity property, I would say that it 

must be identified the main components aimed at to ensure the autonomy and the replication under 

the condition of preserving the identity. I would advance the following suggestions: 

 the economic phenotype: action (either as act – to do, or abstention – not to do). To be 

observed my proposal is opposed at least to two already done solutions: 1) the solution 

proposed by Evolutionary Economics, via Richard Nelson and Sidney Winter, namely: the 

routine; 2) the solution proposed by sociology, via Niklas Luhmann: the communication. 

As known, the phenotype, that is, in our case, the action must be the replicated in the 

evolutionary process; 

 the economic genotype: routine. It is the same concept proposed by Evolutionary 

Economics for the role of phenotype. It is easy to show that my proposal works better 

from the account of auto-poietic systems (Nota bene: it is not clarified yet if the 

evolutionism involves the auto-poieticity or inversely; my opinion in the matter is that any 

economic auto-poietic system is an evolutionary one, while can exist evolutionary systems 

without being auto-poietic at all – but, of course, the discussion should be much more 

detailed). The genotype, that is, in our case, the routine is the replicator, that is, the 

program, as Luhmann would prefer to say; 

 the economic criterion of selection: efficiency. Here, the concept of efficiency must be 

understood in its meaning in praxiology, that is, as an optimum between efficacy (the 

output of action) and cost (the input of action).  

So, the (random and less random) „mutations” happen at the routines level, but the replicated action 

is tested and selected according the efficiency. 

4. What should be done? 

Keeping the respectful proportion of comparisons, I think the above proposal works better than both 

the Evolutionary Economics proposal and the Sociology proposal (in fact, I shall come back with an 

extended paper regarding the auto-poieticity mechanism of the economic process). Overcoming this 

proud expectation (maybe more than that, that is, this belief), I think that Romanian economists 

(especially those who already managed to get out of the pattern of Economics as positive theory) 

has a stunning chance to bring an original contribution to a new approach of the economic process, 

in its abstract, logical, and philosophical perspective : the Auto-poietic Economics.  
 


